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Over the last decades, different machine learning techniques have been used to detect climate change patterns,
mostly using data frommeasuring stations located in different parts of theworld. Some previous studies focus on
temperature as primary variable of study, though there have been other works focused on precipitation or even
wind speed as objective variable. In this paper, we use the self-organized Second Order Data Coupled Clustering
(SODCC) algorithm to carry out a spatio-temporal analysis of temperature patterns in Europe. By applying the
SODCC we identify three different regimes of spatio-temporal correlations based on their geographical extent:
small, medium, and large-scale regimes. Based on these regimes, it is possible to detect a change in the spatio-
temporal trend of air temperature, reflecting a shift in the extent of the correlations in stations in the Iberian
Peninsula and Southern France. We also identify an oscillating spatio-temporal trend in theWestern Asia region
and a stable medium-scale regime affecting the British Isles. These results are found to be consistent with previ-
ous studies in climate change. The patterns obtainedwith the SODCC algorithmmay represent a signal of climate
change to be taken into account, and so the SODCC could be used as detection method.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The state-of-art for detection and attribution (D&A) of climate
change problems usually considers two types of models: General Circu-
lation Models (GCMs) and statistic models. The GCMs are mainly used
to understand the dynamics of the physical components of the atmo-
sphere, that are related to the climatic change phenomenon. The goal
of GCMs is to obtain spatio-temporal climatic change patterns (usually
global patterns), also known in the literature as fingerprints of the
climatic change, and they can also be used to make predictions and
long-term projections of climatic variables (Cramer et al., 2013). In
D&Aproblems, theGCMshave been usedwith different temporal scales,
from seasonal to decadal time-horizons. At present, some of the most
sophisticated GCMs used to study climate change are developed by
the WCRP's Working Group on Coupled Modeling (WGCM, 2014),
which provides a multi-model context for carrying out coordinated
climate model experiments, especially well-suited for D&A problems
(Solomon et al., 2009).

On the other hand, the use of alternative statistic models has grown
in the last years, due to they are able to obtain clear evidence of climate
o).
change in a fraction of the computational time needed by the GCMs.
Several statistical models have been applied to different D&A problems,
i.e. methods developed for econometric series (Kaufmann & Stern,
1997), also known as co-integration methods (Kaufmann & Stern,
2002; Kaufmann et al., 2011), or methods based on regression type
approximations to evaluate climate change patterns using temperature
data (Douglass et al., 2004; Stone & Allen, 2005).

Air temperature is a key parameter for the detection of climate
change in certain areas, the assessment of its impact in different ecosys-
tems (Alva-Basurto & Arias-González, 2014; Gomiero & Viarengo,
2014). Air temperature it is also related to the evaluation of the
human activity, such as agriculture (Smith et al., 2009; Cobaner et al.,
2014), health-care (Garske et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2014), and energy
(Paniagua-Tineo et al., 2011; Jaglom et al., 2014). Temperature analysis
in climate change studies may also involve problems of prediction, re-
construction or spatio-temporal analysis of the results; we are interest-
ed in the latter, where there are important previous works in the
literature, published in the last few years. In Carrera-Hernández and
Gaskin (2007) a study of spatio-temporal analysis usingminimum tem-
perature and precipitation data was carried out for Mexico. Several
regression algorithms based on Kriging were applied in this case to
more than 200 stations located in the Basin of Mexico for the period
1978–1985. In Kousari et al. (2013) maximum temperature data in
Iran over the 1960–2005 period were analyzed with implications for
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Fig. 1. The SODCC clustering of the measuring stations can be understood in terms of
explained variance. The variance of the measurements from measuring stations in small
clusters (red) can be explainedwith almost all of the (few) present principal components.
As clusters enlarge, more principal components are needed to explain the variance of the
measurements (green and blue).
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climate change detection in the area. The authors applied different tech-
niques including statistical test, filtering, and hierarchical clustering to
data from 32 synoptic stations that cover Iran, and showed the trends
and variability of temperature at different scales (annual, seasonal,
and monthly). Another recent work on temperature variability is
Kloog et al. (2012), where satellite surface measurements are used to
analyze the spatio-temporal trends of minimum temperature for
Massachusetts (USA). The study applies regression techniques and spa-
tial smoothing and incorporates alternative meteorological data. Some-
how related to that work is Van De Kerchove et al. (2013), in which the
authors present a study of spatio-temporal variability of temperature in a
remote region of Russia. Signal processing methods such as Fast Fourier
Transform and others such as multi-linear regression are applied in this
case to carry out the study.

In this paper we focus on the study of spatio-temporal analysis of air
temperature. We propose the application of a novel clustering algo-
rithm to this end, with focus on European data. Specifically, we use
the Second Order Data Coupled Clustering (SODCC) algorithm, that
was initially developed for joint data codification and self-organization
of wireless sensor networks (Chidean et al., 2013). The SODCC is a
self-organized clustering approach, that uses characteristics of themea-
sured data (air temperature in this case) and geographically groups the
measuring stations. To achieve this end, the proposed algorithm uses
second-order statistics to compute the minimum amount of linearly
independent components in the cluster, i.e., the number of principal
components that explain most of the variance in the data. Note
that previous spatio-temporal clustering approaches such as Carrera-
Hernández and Gaskin (2007), Horenko( 2010), and Kousari et al.
(2013) exploit the similarities among air temperature temporal series
of different measuring stations to ascribe them to different clusters,
which may or may not be spatially compact. In contrast, SODCC per-
forms joint spatio-temporal clustering by: 1) minimizing the number
of principal components needed to explain the variance of the data
and 2) not allowing for spatially disjoint clusters to occur.

We apply the SODCC algorithm to temperature fields obtained from
measuring stations throughout Europe (Klein Tank et al., 2002; Chimani
et al., 2013) considering different initial points (at decadal time scale).
From the obtained cluster distributionswe are able to evaluate the rela-
tions betweenneighboringmeasuring stations, theprobability of cluster
formation, and their time evolution. This fact helps us identify a possible
climate change (or climate variability) pattern in the Iberian Peninsula
from the 1970s onwards.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
SODCC algorithm and its implementation; in Section 3 we describe the
experiments made using data from weather stations and we show a
possible climate change pattern that can be identified from our results.
Finally, Section 4 concludes the article.
2. Self-organized clustering based on second order statistics

In this section we describe the Second Order Data Coupled Clus-
tering (SODCC) algorithm, which we use in this work to analyze air
temperature data. SODCC is a self-organized clustering algorithm
and was initially proposed for wireless sensor networks. By using
characteristics of the measured data (e.g. temperature), SODCC
groups the measuring stations by coupling the clusters to the mea-
sured data field. For it, the algorithm uses second-order statistics to
compute the minimum amount of linearly independent components
in the cluster (the dimension of the signal subspace or, similarly, the
number of principal components that explain most of the variance in
the data). In the subsequent stages, the clusters merge until a stop-
ping criterion based on the dimension of signal subspace is reached.
This approach ensures the non-singularity of the signal subspace of
the data measured by each cluster (the covariance matrix of the
data is well-posed).
By using the signal subspace dimension as a clustering criteria for
the different measuring stations, we ensure that most of the variance
in the data is captured within that cluster (see Fig. 1). It means that, if
the cluster is small, the data from a small number of stations are needed
to extract the eigenvalues of the largest principal components that ex-
plain their variance. Thus, the cross-correlation of the data among
those stations is high. However, if the cluster is large, the data from
many more stations are needed to explain the same percentage of the
variance. Therefore, by using the dimension of the signal subspace we
are ensuring that closely correlated temperature series are clustered
together.

In the following subsections we describe the system model used, in
which each measuring station is one of the nodes of the network.
Next, we introduce the Fast Subspace Decomposition (FSD) algorithm
(Xu & Kailath, 1994), the one used by SODCC to estimate the dimension
of the signal subspace in each cluster. The third issue of this section is to
carry out a detailed description of the SODCC algorithm. The main goal
of SODCC is to group in the same cluster stations with high spatio-
temporal correlation, linking the cluster configuration with the mea-
sured field. For this purpose, the output of FSD forms part of the criteria
for deciding if a cluster has theminimum size required: when the signal
subspace dimension is lower than the cluster size and the covariance
matrix of the measured dataset is separable.
2.1. System model

Each measuring station considered is modeled as a node forming
part of a network. Therefore, let G = (V, E) be the graph modeling the
network, with |V| = N measuring stations and |E| = C links or connec-
tions between the stations.

Each of the N stations takes a measurement each Ts time instants
starting in TI, obtaining a total of M measurements. Let X =
[x1, …, xM], with xm ∈ ℝN, be the dataset measured by the entire
network. The covariance matrix of X can be estimated as Σ = XX⊤/M,
where (⋅)⊤ indicates the transpose operation.
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2.2. Dimension of the signal subspace of a cluster

In order to compute the dimension of the signal subspace robustly
and iteratively as the cluster evolves, we employ the FSD algorithm

(Xu & Kailath, 1994). This algorithm uses the estimation of the first d̂
Rayleigh–Ritz eigenvalues and eigenvectors (spanning the signal sub-

space) using at most d̂ ¼ d iterations, being d the actual dimension.
FSD is based on the Lanczos method and it has O(N2d) computational
complexity, significantly less than the traditional eigendecomposition
that has a O(N3) complexity.

For a N × M data matrix, the statistic φd̂ is defined as (Xu & Kailath,
1994):

φd̂ ¼ M N−d̂
� �

log

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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where || ⋅ || is the Fröbenius norm and θn is the Rayleigh–Ritz eigenvalues.

In each iteration, for d̂≥dþ 1, the statistic φd̂ tends to a χ2 distribution

with 1=2ð Þ N−d̂
� �

N−d̂þ 1
� �

−1 degrees of freedom.

It is shown in Xu and Kailath (1994) that

φd̂≤γd̂ c Mð Þ ð2Þ

holds forMmeasurements, where γd̂ is a threshold for the χ2 distribu-
tion that is computed a priori. Moreover, the function c(M) must fulfill
the following conditions:

lim
M→∞

c Mð Þ
M

¼ 0 and lim
M→∞

c Mð Þ
log logM

¼ ∞: ð3Þ

In practice, the asymptotic behavior of c(M) has to be “slower”
than linear and “faster” than log log. Functions such as c(M) = log(M)
or c Mð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
log Mð Þ

p
can be used (Xu & Kailath, 1994).

From the matrix perturbation theory (Nadler, 2008), we establish a
lower bound for the amount of measurements M needed to recover
the principal eigenvalue. Consider σ2 as the noise power, ||v||2 as the
modulus of the first principal component of matrix Σ and, SNRυ =
||v||2/σ 2 as the minimum signal to noise ratio needed to recover the
first eigenvalue. The stochastic and self-adjoint matrix Σ experiences a
phase-transition for M measurements per each of the N stations, such
thatM/N≥ SNRυ

−2 (Eq. (2.19) fromNadler (2008)). The phase transition

is characterized by the “collapse” of the first d̂ eigenvalues from the
noise to the signal subspace. This fact indicates that the minimum
amount of measurementsM needed to detect the principal eigenvalues
with a signal to noise ratio SNRυ is

M≥ N
SNR2

υ
: ð4Þ

The concept of SNR in the context of the present work merits a
more detailed explanation. The threshold γd̂ c Mð Þ in Eq. (2) is

established in terms of the tail of the χ2 distribution with 1=2ð Þ�
N−d̂

� �
N−d̂þ 1

� �
−1 degrees of freedom. Fixing this threshold to

account for a percentage of such distribution (e.g. 90%) means that
the eigenvalues in the signal subspace account for 90% of the vari-
ance of the data. Thus, the SNR is a ratio of the power of the signal
subspace principal components to those of the noise subspace or,
in other words, SNR establishes the ratio of explained vs. unex-
plained variances of the signal in the cluster. In the present work,
the minimum SNR is established such that it accounts for 90% of
the variance.
Algorithm 1. First stage: cluster initialization
2.3. Second-Order Data-Coupled Clustering algorithm (SODCC)

In this work, we propose a clustering algorithm that has two stages:
1) random initialization of the first Measuring Station Heads (MSHs)
(that will act as the first seed of the cluster) and formation of the first
clusters and 2) fusion between existing clusters in order to fulfill the
convergence criterion in each of the final clusters. The decision criterion
in the second stage uses second-order statistics of the measured data,
specifically, the dimension of the signal subspace of the dataset mea-
sured by the stations in each cluster. In order to ensure a separable cor-
relationmatrix for each cluster, the necessary and sufficient condition is
that the dimension of the signal subspace has to be lower than the
amount of stations that form the cluster (the cluster size).

2.3.1. First stage
The first stage of the SODCC algorithm (see Algorithm 1) starts with

all N stations as “role-free measuring station”, namely these are not
neither MSH nor belong to any cluster. The role-free stations decide to
switch their role to MSH, with an a priori probability P, in a completely
independentway. The newMSHs request theirfirst neighbors to be part
of the newly formed cluster. Only the role-free stations are able to
response. Each MSH picks up a subset of the stations and adds them to
the cluster and terminates its particular first stage.

The remaining role-free stations repeat Algorithm 1 after a T1 timer
is reached. Moreover, after a T2 N N T1 timer is reached, all remaining
role-free stations automatically switch their role to MSH, finishing the
first stage for all N stations.

In this stage, a reasonable value for the maximum size allowed for
a cluster (N1st) is needed as in this initialization stage the data and
its structure is irrelevant. However, if any MSH is not able to acquire
N1st-1 stations, the cluster is initialized with a lower size. Therefore,
the resulting clusters of the first stage may have sizes of 1, 2, 3…, N1st

stations. As the N1st parameter is data-independent, its value does not
interfere in the final cluster configuration.

2.3.2. Second stage
The operation of the second stage of SODCC (see Algorithm 2) is

the following: as the stations that form a cluster gather data (at least

Mi measurements per station), the dimension of the signal subspace d̂
of the dataset is estimated and a decision is taken depending on its
value. If FSD is able to compute a dimension lower than the cluster
size, that cluster fulfills the convergence criterion. If not, a cluster-
fusion process is needed for this particular cluster.

Algorithm 2. Second stage: cluster growing
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The clusters that are formed by stations with high spatio-temporal
correlation among them estimate a signal subspace dimension lower

than the cluster size (d̂bNi),meaning that the noise subspace dimension
is at least 1, and that the signal and noise subspaces are separable. This
type of clusters fulfills the convergence criterion of SODCC. On the other
hand, clusters formed by stations with low spatio-temporal correlation
between them do not satisfy Eq. (2), i.e. the signal and noise subspaces
are not separable. In this second case, the cluster must grow (through
fusion with another cluster) in order to fulfill the convergence criterion
of SODCC in the future.

The criterion used to select a cluster to merge is crucial, as it directly
impacts in the final cluster configuration. The SODCC algorithm aims to
maximize the spatio-temporal correlations between the stations that
form each cluster. This goal is obtained if the fusion criterion: 1) mini-
mizes the distance between cluster centers-of-mass or 2) minimizes
the cluster physical area. The cluster-fusion process is mandatory for
the selected cluster, even if it has already fulfilled the convergence
criterion.

3. Experiments and results

3.1. Datasets and data interpolation

In our experiments we use data gathered by measuring stations
from the European Climate Assessment & Dataset (Klein Tank et al.,
2002) and from several measuring stations from the European
HISTALP project (Chimani et al., 2013), from Central Europe and Alps,
measured between January 1940 and December 2010. The climatologi-
cal variable used is the average temperature, calculated over monthly
periods, i.e. Ts = 1 month. The time series used in the present work
are from measured data and exhibit gaps. Specifically, we use 123
measuring stations (see Fig. 2), free from error bursts larger than 24
consecutive values (2 yrs).

Note that, to fill in data gaps, typical interpolationmethods in clima-
tology research involve spatial interpolation techniques (among mea-
suring stations) such as global, local, and geostatistical methods
(Vicente Serrano et al., 2003). These can be used to generate very high
resolution interpolated climate surfaces (Hijmans et al., 2005). However,
these methods may introduce artificial correlations among measuring
stations which can mask actual spatial interactions detected by the pro-
posed SODCC algorithm.
Fig. 2. Location of the 123 measuring station
In order to avoid the introduction of spurious spatial correlations,
we propose a simple, low-complexity interpolation method that deals
with independent time-series from the measuring stations, i.e., data
from each station are interpolated individually. The introduction
of artificial time-correlations is a possibility. However the percentage
of interpolated data is marginal compared to the total available data,
as can be seen in Fig. 3(a). In this figure, we represent the percentage
of missing values in each decade for the 123 stations, using the histo-
gram method. For the worst case (1990s), the proportion of missing
values is lower than 6%, which ensures an acceptable data quality.

For eachdata serieswe interpolated the remainingmissing values, in
an independent way, using the following model:

y ¼ A sin 2π f 0xð Þ þ B cos 2π f 0xð Þ ð5Þ

where A and B areweighting constants, f0 is the fundamental frequency,
and x is the vector of timestamps. In this paper we used a fundamental
period of 1 year for the interpolation. The fitting between themodel and
the data minimizes the mean square error. In Fig. 3(b) we show, as an
example, a segment of one of the data series where 11 values were
interpolated using the aforementioned model. In this figure, the black
circles represent the temperature data that is correctly measured, the
red squares represent the values that were interpolated and the dotted
gray line is used as a guide for the figure.

3.2. Experimental methodology

We apply the SODCC algorithm to the dataset of the 123 measuring
stations for time intervals beginning in, respectively, TI ∈ {1940, 1950,
1960, 1970, 1980, 1990}. As stated in the previous section, the output
of each independent SODCC realization is a set of clusters of neighboring
stations and thus, is spatially proximal. Furthermore, those clusters are
ensured to encompass the measuring stations that allow us to obtain
the minimum number of principal components that explain 90% of the
variance of their data. The objective is then to look for changes in
clustering distribution probabilities through the different considered
time intervals. Thus, the methodology applied is the following: for
each decade, we perform 10,000 independent random cluster seeds,
i.e., the initial measuring stations in stage 1 of SODCC are randomly
selected. This is done in order to obtain statistical significant results
and thus, independent of the initialization of the clustering algorithm.
s (black dots) used in the present work.
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Fig. 3. (a) Percentage of missing data per decade. All this missing data was interpolated using the model in Eq. (5). (b) Example of reconstructed data (red squares) using original data
(black circles) and the model in Eq. (5). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).
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As results, we obtain information about the geographical location of
themost probable cluster borders and their time evolution. The appear-
ance of highly probable domain frontiers (i.e. cluster border) and its
change through time, will also reflect the spatial extent of the correla-
tion and its change through the different time series. Moreover, we
also obtain data that allows us to relate the stations pertaining both to
the same cluster and to different clusters. We focus on the probability
of a given station to be in a cluster of a given size. Any change through
time of this statistical distributionwill reflect a change in the spatial do-
main of the time correlations among neighboring stations.
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Fig. 4. Cluster size distribution resulting from the SODCC clustering of the
3.3. Results

In the following subsections we define three metrics that allow
us statistically evaluating the spatio-temporal correlations. The first
one is a global measure of the spatial-extent statistical distribution of
the correlations among measuring stations present in the decade,
the so called cluster size probability. The second and third metrics are
related to the individual affinity of the stations to be associated with
their neighbors. The Pairwise Frontier Probability measures the affinity
(or lack thereof) of two neighboring stations based on their cross-
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data from the 123 measuring stations in the six considered decades.
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correlations. The Station-to-Cluster-Size Probability measures the prob-
ability of a given station to be associated with a cluster of a certain size.
With these three measures, we analyze the statistical distributions and
time evolution of the clustering that SODCC algorithm achieves on air
temperature datasets of stations throughout Europe and Western Asia
considered.

3.3.1. Cluster size probability
In order to follow the time evolution of the spatio-temporal correla-

tions, we use the cluster size probability distribution for the decade be-
ginning in TI and different cluster sizes, namely Pcluster(TI,Ni). In Fig. 4we
show the normalized histogram of Pcluster(TI, Ni) obtained. In the first
three decades (1940, 1950, 1960), we can clearly see a bimodal asym-
metric distribution with maxima in cluster sizes of Ni = 3 and Ni = 8
stations. The cluster sizes corresponding to these peaks are related to
the number of principal components that explain 90% of the variance
(a)

(c)

(e)

Fig. 5. Pairwise Frontier Probability (with reference to the Voronoi cell borders) in the decade
formed for each decade. Probabilities lower than 2 ⋅ 10−4 are indicated with discontinuous lin
of the data in the cluster. It has been shown elsewhere (Chidean et al.,
2014) that the first peak is related to the minimum signal subspace
dimension present throughout the stations, while the second peak is
accordingly related to the maximum signal subspace dimension. The
exponential decay after the two peaks can be directly related with the
criteria for the cluster fusion process. Thus, the cluster sizes in those
peaks can be directly related to the extent of the spatio-temporal corre-
lations of the air temperature measurements.

The most striking feature appears in the following three decades
(1970, 1980, 1990) where a third peak appears in the cluster size
value of Ni = 14 stations. Thus, we can see that larger spatio-temporal
correlations appear (affecting to a larger number of stations) from
1970 onwards.

From the previous results we identify three clearly differentiated
cluster size regimes which can be associated with the according extent
of spatio-temporal correlations among measuring stations. We define
(b)

(d)

(f)

s TI ∈ {1940, 1950, 1960, 1970, 1980, 1990}. 104 independent realizations have been per-
es.
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those regimes as 1) small-scale correlations that we identify with clusters
of sizes 3, 4, and 5; 2) medium-scale correlations that we associate with
clusters of sizes 7, 8, and 9; and 3) large-scale correlations that are
bound to appear in clusters of sizes 14, 15, and 16.

To further facilitate the spatial interpretation of the results thatwill be
shown next (location and extent of clusters), we depict the measuring
stations as centroids of a Voronoi region. This type of representation not
only helps visualize the relation among each station and its neighbors,
but it also offers information about the spatial density distributions of
the stations: small Voronoi regions appear in areas with high station
density. In order to limit the perimeter of the Voronoi regions located
on the periphery, we added auxiliary centroids (not shown) at the 17∘N
and 81∘N parallels and 42∘W and 89∘Emeridians.

3.3.2. Pairwise frontier probability
To study the behavior of the cluster borders, we compute the

Pairwise Frontier Probability (PFP), namely the probability that a cluster
(a)

(c)

(e)

Fig. 6. Station-to-Cluster-Size Probability for clusters with size Ni = 3, 4, and 5,
frontier occurs between two neighboring stations. The PFP represents
the likelihood of a cluster frontier to appear with the SODCC algorithm
and we depict the results obtained in Fig. 5. We see that most frontiers
are stable in their PFP values. We also observe that composite frontiers
from two or more borders are highly stable through time. The variation
in PFP for the unstable (with respect to time) frontiers is, in general,
small andwithout an evident temporal structure. However, a composite
frontier that crosses diagonally the Iberian Peninsula purports the largest
observed instability of the whole dataset. Its individual frontiers exhibit
0.6≤ PFP≤ 0.8 in the decades previous to 1970 but, from 1970 onwards,
their probabilities lower to PFP ≤ 0.4.
3.3.3. Station-to-Cluster-Size Probability
To further clarify the location, extent, and evolution of the SODCC

clusters, in the following viewgraphs we represent the Station-to-
Cluster-Size Probability (SCSP) Pstation(TI, Ni) where we compute the
(b)

(d)

(f)

∑5
Ni¼3Pstation TI ;Nið Þ in decades TI ∈ {1940, 1950, 1960, 1970, 1980, 1990}.
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probability that any given node is part of a cluster of size Ni in the TI
decade.

In Fig. 6 we show∑5
Ni¼3Pstation TI ;Nið Þ to represent the location, spa-

tial distribution, and time evolution of clusters associated with small-
scale correlations and with the first peak of Pcluster(TI, Ni) in Fig. 4. We
observe high values of Pstation(TI, Ni) in three stations of the southwest
Iberian Peninsula in the first three decades (1940, 1950, 1960), namely
Coimbra, Lisbon, and Cadiz. However, the SCSP for these stations
abruptly drops to negligible values from 1970 onwards. This fact is con-
sistent with the disappearance of the composite frontier mentioned
earlier.

In Fig. 7 we plot the SCSPs associated with the medium-scale corre-

lations, namely ∑9
Ni¼7Pstation TI;Nið Þ, and with the second peak of the

PFP in Fig. 4. We see that stations in the Iberian Peninsula show low
values of SCSP for the medium-scale correlations. However, in the
(a)

(c)

(e)

Fig. 7. Station-to-Cluster-Size Probability for clusters with size Ni = 7, 8, and 9,
1970 decade there is a significant increase, consistent with a small-to-
large cluster transition through of amedium-size cluster. In this decade,
the spatial correlations among the stations in the peninsula would in-
crease to reach southern France.

And in Fig. 8 we represent ∑16
Ni¼14Pstation TI ;Nið Þ, namely the SCSPs

associated with the large-scale correlations and with the third peak
of the PFPs that only appears in the (1970, 1980, 1990) decades
in Fig. 4.We clearly see an increase in the probability of being associated
with large clusters for all the measuring stations in the Iberian
Peninsula and Southern France in the 1970s. We also observe that

∑16
Ni¼14Pstation TI ;Nið Þ arises from baseline values (≈ 10−4) in the

1940–1969 period to significant values in the 1970 decade and stabi-
lizes in values≈ 0.45 in the 1980–1999 period.

With these results, we are able to detect a stable trendwhich shows
an increase in the scale of the spatial correlations among stations in
(b)

(d)

(f)

∑9
Ni¼7Pstation TI ;Nið Þ in decades TI ∈ {1940, 1950, 1960, 1970, 1980, 1990}.



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 8. Station-to-Cluster-Size Probability for clusters with size Ni = 14, 15, and 16, ∑16
Ni¼14Pstation TI ;Nið Þ in decades TI ∈ {1940, 1950, 1960, 1970, 1980, 1990}.
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Southern Europe by means of the spatio-temporal clustering of air-
temperature data. In the 1940 decade the 90% of the variance of
the data from threemeasuring stations can be explainedwithin the sub-
space of principal components spanned by these datasets. In the 1950–
1969 period, we observe an increasing probability of these measuring
stations to be associated with neighboring measuring station datasets.
The spatio-temporal correlations in these first three decades are in the
small-scale regime. However, the growth in the average cluster size as-
sociated with the Iberian Peninsula region in the 1970 decade corrobo-
rates a shift of the spatio-temporal correlations to the medium-scale
regime. The further increase in the average cluster size in that region
in the 1980–1999 period evidences a shift of the spatio-temporal corre-
lations regime, extending the region affected to stations in Southern
France. This fact points to a possible evidence of a climate change (or
climate variability) pattern affecting Southern Europe.

Although the previous trend can be identified with low effort, other
trends can be seen to be present. These trends show, for example,
extremely stable medium-scale regimes associated with the British
Isles (see Fig. 7) or seemingly oscillating (with a two-decades period)
large-scale regimes in the Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan sta-
tions (see Fig. 8) which is a strong indicator of a climate variability
pattern.

3.4. Analysis of the results

In the present section we analyze the significance in the change of
probability distributions for individual “tell-tale” (representative) mea-
suring stations. These are stations that can be identified as having the
largest change in their SCSP Pstation(TI, Ni) with respect to the reference
SCSP which we fixed to be their respective initial Pstation(1940, Ni).

In order to quantify the change in the SCSP for the 123 stations we
use the Kullback–Leibler distance (or divergence) DKL(P||Q). This metric
is commonly used in information theory to quantify the differences be-
tween two probability distributions (either discrete or continuous).
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Fig. 9.Kullback–Leibler distanceDstation(TI, 1940) of the Station-to-Cluster-Size ProbabilityMass Function Pstation(TI,Ni) to Pstation(1940,Ni) for (a) the 123 stations and (b) for the 6 stations
with the largest Dstation(TI, 1940) vs. the time lag TI.
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Specifically, it accounts for the information lost if a given probability
distribution P is used to approximate a different probability distribu-
tion Q. Although termed a “distance”, it is not a true distance metric
as it is not symmetric with the interchange of distributions, i.e.
DKL(P||Q) ≠ DKL(Q||P). However, this last property has no conse-
quences in the present work.

We define the Kullback–Leibler distance between two SCSP belonging
to the same stations, Pstation(TI, Ni) and Pstation(1940, Ni) as

Dstation TI;1940ð Þ ¼
XNmax

Ni¼1

Pstation TI ;Nið Þlog Pstation TI ;Nið Þ
Pstation 1940;Nið Þ : ð6Þ

We then compute Dstation(TI, 1940) for all the decades of interest
and for all 123 stations. In Fig. 9(a) we represent the results of such
computation. We can then identify 6 stations that rise above the
fray of values Dstation(TI, 1940) ≤ 15. Within those 6, we can identify
two classes: 1) Cadiz, Lisbon, and Coimbra in the Iberian Peninsula with
Dstation(TI, 1940) ≥ 30 in the 1970–1990 period and 2) Semej, Uch Aral,
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Fig. 10. Station-to-Cluster-Size Probability Mass Function Pstation(TI, Ni) for
and Zajsan in the Kazakhstan region with 17 ≤ Dstation(TI, 1940) ≤ 18 in
the 1950–1969 period.

We show the time evolution of Dstation(TI, 1940) for the six selected
stations in Fig. 9(b). We see that, for the Iberian stations, an increasing
trend is clearly present from 1970 onwards that drastically differenti-
ates their initial SCSPs in the 1940 decade from those in the three de-
cades from 1970 to 1999. The change in the three Kazakhstan stations
is not as abrupt as the Iberians and it is not stable in time.

In Fig. 10weplot the SCSP for theCadizmeasuring station (a) and for
the Semej station (b).We observe the change in probability distribution
of the first is clearly more drastic than in the second case.

Therefore, SCSP from individual stations can help us identify “tell-
tale” or representative stations within a spatio-temporal trend. Howev-
er, despite this fact, these stations cannot help us envision the extent of
the spatio-temporal trend as data variance from the different stations is
not homogeneously distributed. For example, stations that are bound
to the large-scale regime in the Iberian Peninsula but do not exhibit a
large Dstation(TI, 1940) are difficult to be identified as part large spatio-
temporal correlations. Another example of such apparent mismatch
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between individual and collective representations occurs in the case of
the Kazakhstan stations. Despite we are able to identify a trend change
in this region in the 1950 and 1960 decades, we can only identify a
small-scale regime (see Fig. 6(a–c)) in the region, in contrast to the
previous large-scale regime in the Iberian region. That being the case,
collective measurements are to be preferred to individual measure-
ments in probability of cluster size formation if spatio-temporal trends
are to be identified.

The results obtained in this work, pointing out possible climate
change related to air temperature in Europe and Western Asia in the
last decade of 20th Century, are in accord with previous studies of
climate change impact such as Thuiller et al. (2005). In that paper, a
study of climate change threats to plant diversity was presented for
Europe, showing zones of special sensitivity. In fact, an important result
obtained in Thuiller et al. (2005) points out that “the greatest changes
are expected in the transition between the Mediterranean and
Euro-Siberian regions”, and also the Iberian Peninsula is pointed out
to be a zone of important species loss. The results obtained in this
paper support those previous findings. In conclusion, SODCC can help
identify, not only trend changes in the climate in time, but also their
geographical extent and intensity.
4. Conclusions

In this work we used a self-organized clustering algorithm, SODCC,
that extracts the spatio-temporal correlations of air temperature
measurements between different measuring stations. This algorithm
works by clustering stations, in a decadal time basis, in which 90% of
the data variance can be explainedwith aminimumnumber of principal
components. We apply this algorithm to the data of 123 stations
throughout Europe and Western Asia.

We were able to distinctly identify three different regimes of spatio-
temporal correlations based on their geographical extent which are,
respectively, small, medium, and large-scale regimes. Based on these
regimes, we were able to identify a change in the spatio-temporal
trend of air temperature, that reflects in a transition from the small-
scale regime to the large-scale regime (passing through the medium-
scale regime) of the stations in the Iberian Peninsula and Southern
France. We were also able to identify an oscillating spatio-temporal
trend in the Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan regions (with a
two-decade period) that manifest in a seesaw transition between the
small and large-scale regimes and a stablemedium-scale regime affecting
the British Isles. These results are in accord with previous findings in the
scientific literature.

We conclude that SODCC has helped us detect an air temperature
spatio-temporal trend change in Southern Europe that can be associated
with climate change threats to plant diversity and points to an evidence
of a climate-change (or climate variability) pattern.
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